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Introduction
Last year Commonwealth Games England launched its 2017-2022 Diversity Action Plan, which set targets across the three key areas of recruitment,
engagement and talent. We proposed the following timescales against our actions:
•
•
•

Short Term - up to and including Gold Coast, April 2018
Medium Term - May 2018 – Summer 2020
Long Term - Autumn 2020 to the Games in 2022

Now that this short term period has passed, we have produced this document as a reflection on our progress so far.
The subsequent pages evaluate our performance over the past year over each of the short term goals that were set out in our diversity action plan.
‘Progressing talent from within’ was considered to be a medium and long term goal, but we have made significant progress in some of these areas already,
and this is also detailed below.
Gold Coast 2018 held diversity and inclusion at the core of its agenda, as the first ever multi-sport games to offer equal numbers of medals for men and
women, with an integrated para sport programme. During Gold Coast 2018, Team England used its own platforms to promote the success of a team that
was diverse across age, gender, ethnicity, socio-economic background, physical ability and skill. The section of this report called “Gold Coast 2018 Team
Diversity” contains more detail on the diversity of the team. Over the course of Gold Coast 2018, Commonwealth Games England had over 2 million
website viewers, 17 600 Instagram followers and 70, 777 Twitter followers and used these platform to promote Team England success. The BBC
broadcast over 200 hours of footage from Gold Coast 2018.
In addition to verbal description, there are various references throughout the report to Appendices, which contain visual evidence wherever possible of
what has been described.
Commonwealth Games England remains as committed as ever to diversity and inclusion in all areas of its work.
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Recruitment
How the organisation will attract an increasingly diverse range of candidates
Objective: Embed good diversity and inclusion practice into our recruitment activities and decision making processes
Our short term target

Achieved?

Detail

1. Target a diverse range of candidates for the
Non-Executive Director vacancies through a
combination of headhunting and a broad
range of advertising methods



The latest round of NED recruitment was undertaken by Odgers Berndston, who
ensured a fair and open process. Our Board has moved from 9:3 male: female ratio
(Oct 2017) to 6:5 (Sept 2018). It now also includes 2 from the BAME community
and 1 para athlete.

2. Advertise all other CGE vacancies publically
and openly through appropriate channels to
reach a diverse audience



3. Put on the CGE website within a new section
on diversity a strong and public statement
stating a desire to work towards gender
parity and greater diversity generally on the
Board



The NED Roles were advertised on the UK Sport, NedOnBoard, Women on Boards,
and Sport and Recreation Alliance websites as well as on CGE’s website and social
media channels. The roles were also sent to Sporting Equals and Women in Sport to
share amongst their networks. A full breakdown of the numbers applying and
diversity splits have been submitted recently as part of the Inclusive Boards audit
(Aug 2018)
Following our AGM on 31 October 2017 a new diversity section on our website was
created where our CGE Diversity statement can be read
https://teamengland.org/diversity-statement

4. Introduce equality monitoring for all
recruitment



This was successfully introduced for our most recent round of NED recruitment and
will be used for all future recruitment.
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Engagement
Ensuring that your organisation’s commitment to diversity is communicated through internal practices and externally
Objective: Ensure our commitment to diversity is at the heart of our communications
Our short term target

Achieved?

Detail

1. Publicise the Chairman’s message following the
AGM through CGE’s website, social media and other
channels



The AGM was very well attended by NGBs, stakeholders and the media. Following
the AGM, the Chairman’s message was published on CGE’s website
https://teamengland.org/diversity-statement

2. Ensure Team England selection announcements take
the opportunity to raise the profile of para athletes
in sports where there is a para element and the
equal numbers of medals available for men and
women
3. Create strong messaging during the Games
fortnight to celebrate the success and diversity of
Team England



The CGE Communications team co-ordinated a joint team announcement (Appendix
1) of non-disabled and disabled athletes for each sport wherever possible. The only
instances where this didn’t happen was down to team selection timing.



This message went out across all of our channels, including: internal communications;
stakeholder updates; social media; website and team handbook. Case studies: Each of
the 19 para athletes who won medals on the Gold Coast went through an identical
press interviews and coverage process as the non-disabled athletes. The Gold Coast
2022 parade photo celebrates a much more diverse image of Team England than the
Glasgow 2014 equivalent. (Appendix 2) The Team and Country image which was
used to launch the Team England kit also shows diversity. (Appendix 3)

4. Continue to develop the Team culture and identity
through “PRIDE” including a message from the Chef
de Mission within the Team Handbook



PRIDE was key to internal culture for Team England before and during GC2018. It
was included in the Chairman’s statement in the Team Handbook and discussed in
workshops for staff and athletes. The PRIDE values were featured in Team England
venues on the Gold Coast (Appendix 4)

5. When designing the new CGE website ensure
pictures and images show the full range of diverse
sports and male-female parity



Team England took the same number of male and female athletes to the Gold Coast.
The entire GC2018 team is featured on the website which inherently displays this
diversity.
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Progressing talent from within
A focus on developing a strong internal pipeline of diverse talent to populate decision making and other structures.
Objective: Attract diverse talent to the Board and Leadership Team through effective succession planning

Our target (med – long term)
1. Create opportunities to co-opt diverse
talent on to the 4 Board’s Sub Committees.

Achieved


Detail
New Board members Ali Jawad (para athlete) and Delia Bushell have joined the
Sports and Commercial/Communications Sub Committees respectively.

2. Appoint 2 new chairs of the Sports
committee and the
Commercial/Communications committee



These have been appointed as Jenny Ashmore (Commercial & Communications subcommittee) and Nigel Walker, (Sports sub-committee) CEO English Institute of
Sport.

3. Provide Board readiness mentoring for new
Board members and co-opted SubCommittee members as required
4. Provide greater training and development
opportunities to staff as identified through
the 2017 staff survey and building on
experience gained in 2018 Games
5. Repeat the staff survey on an annual basis

A more formal mentoring scheme for new Board members is currently being
discussed.


Training needs have been discussed in individual staff appraisals that took place in
June 2018. Further training on excel was identified as a staff need and a day of
training for all staff will be taking place in October. Both Executive and NonExecutive staff attended an Inclusive Boards training day.
Planning for this year’s staff survey has already begun and will be circulated in
September.
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Additional
The three pages above illustrate Commonwealth Games England’s performance against the targets that we set in 2017. We have also been working hard
to support Diversity and Inclusion in areas that weren’t defined by the initial report. Some of these additional areas are highlighted below, within the same
parameters of Recruitment, Engagement and Progressing talent from within.
Recruitment
•
•
•

CGE supported successful applications for 2 women on the CGF women’s coaching team for the Gold Coast (Swimming and Table Tennis)
Board member and Executive team member attended Inclusive Boards event on Board recruitment (5 July 2018)
The Board has reviewed and improved CGE’s maternity policy

Engagement
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Working with travel partner to remove sensitive marketing on their documentation (Appendix 5)
The CGF Equip Intern worked alongside CGA interns in Africa to share information and develop a relationship
Jade Jones (Para-Triathlete) was the flag bearer at the Gold Coast closing ceremony. (Appendix 6)
Search for new office was conducted with accessibility as a top priority
Staff member attended Activity Alliance (previously EFDS) “Making Active Lives Possible” at the Oval on 26th June 2018
Our internal daily news updates are selected to be inclusive and diverse (Appendix 7)
Accessibility function has been enabled on Twitter and Instagram to assist blind and visually impaired users
A diverse range of athletes are engaging with CGE and Birmingham 2022 on social media (Appendix 8)
We use ourselves as a platform to promote equality messages within sport and from the CGF (Appendix 9)

Progressing talent from within
•
•
•
•
•
•

3 of the Executive team members are over 60
One of the Executive team members has hearing difficulties and CGE has purchased technology to facilitate them in their role
Our Games Project Manager has been retained from a fixed term contract to cover a maternity leave
An open and transparent process is being used to create a proposed team structure and hiring time frames for the run up to Birmingham 2022
and the team will have an opportunity to give their views on this structure
A previous CGF Equip intern was retained as Operations Co-ordinator for Gold Coast 2018
Our Operations Co-ordinator will be taking up a position at the British Paralympic Association at end of fixed term contract
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Gold Coast 2018 Team Diversity
Gold Coast 2018 held diversity and inclusivity at the core of its agenda. It was the first multi-sport games ever to offer equal numbers of medals for men
and women, it had a fully integrated para-programme and a reconciliation plan with the local Yugambeh people. Team England’s message of “most diverse
team” complimented this message.
We have used a number of sources, including:
-

Surveys distributed to athletes and officials on the Gold Coast 1
Surveys distributed to Team Leaders post event
Data captured from the Team Handbook

We would like to highlight the following key findings:
•
•
•

•
•
•

1
2

Age: Team England’s youngest competitor was 15 (Taeja James) and the oldest competitor was 52 (Michael Robertson)
Gender of athletes: Team England took 200 female athletes to the Gold Coast and 192 males. We are proud of this almost exact gender equity
because it is reflective of the fact that there were equal numbers of medals available for men and women.
Para athletes: 109 Para medals were available on the Gold Coast which was 13% of the total 840 medals available. Team England took 44 para
athletes 2 to the Gold Coast, which was 11% of the total 392 Team England athletes. Separating the para medals into their own table shows that
Team England came second in this table as well as the overall medal table.
Ethnicity of athletes: The 2011 census found that 80% of the population in England and Wales were White British. 81% of our athletes at the
Gold Coast were White British, and 19% were Non-White British or other backgrounds.
Educational background: We asked our athletes what the highest level of education they had completed was. 24% said GCSEs, 27% said A levels
or equivalent and 26% said degree or equivalent.
Funding streams:
o 45% of athletes were currently receiving funding from a high performance programme
o 27% received Sport England funding
o 110 athletes had received TASS funding
o 243 athletes had received Sports Aid funding

We did not capture as many responses from this method as we hoped and need to explore a different collection method for Birmingham 2022
This figure includes 3 athletes who were there to assist competing Para athletes as guides
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While these figures suggest that Team England had a higher concentration of athletes on podium funding at the Gold Coast, the fact that 62% of the team
had received Sports Aid funding and 31% had received TASS funding in the past, shows that the team represented a blend of athletes from young talent
through to world-class podium. Indeed, for 51% of the team, the Gold Coast was their first multi-sport major Games experience. 3

3

There is potential overlap in these percentages, as athletes were able to tick all that applied
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Appendices
Appendix 1. Example of press release and photo for joint para and non-para team announcement
12.01.2018
Team England announces weightlifting and para-powerlifting squad for 2018 Commonwealth Games
With 82 days to go until the Gold Coast 2018 Commonwealth Games in April, Team England has selected its weightlifters and para-powerlifters who will
compete for ‘Team and Country’ in Australia.
The squad of 18 athletes will compete for Team England in the weightlifting (clean and jerk and snatch) and para-powerlifting categories in the Carrara
Sports and Leisure Centre from 5 to 10 April.
Publicity Image from joint Triathlon and Para Triathlon team
announcement
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Appendix 2. Comparison of Gold Coast 2022 Athlete parade shot with Glasgow 2014 Athlete parade shot

Glasgow 2014

Gold Coast 2018
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Appendix 3. Team and Country image used to launch Team England kit prior to Gold Coast 2018. This image was featured in The Sun with an average daily
circulation of 1.5 million readers.
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Appendix 4a. Examples of PRIDE signage in Team England venue on the Gold Coast. PRIDE stands for Performance, Respect, Inspiration, Diversity and
Excellence

Pride signage in City HQ: VIP hosting and Extra Team Official
accommodation. All VIPs attending one of our rooftop events
would have seen this sign. (NGB CEO’s and Chairs, Sport
England, UK Sport, key Birmingham 2022 stakeholders)

An example of three posters from the Pride series in the Team
England reception area in the Athlete’s Village. These posters
were in every Team England venue on the Gold Coast.
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Appendix 4b. Close ups of the PRIDE imagery that was used at venues during Gold Coast 2018. The concept of PRIDE was developed in the run up to the
Gold Coast by Sarah Winckless, Chef de Mission and James Kerr, author of Legacy. This was a re-working of CGE’s previous PRIDE concept, where
amongst other changes, “Determination” became “Diversity”.
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Appendix 5. Example of sensitive partner marketing which was removed
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Appendix 6. Press release announcing Jade Jones-Hall as closing ceremony flagbearer

15.04.2018
Jade Jones-Hall selected as closing ceremony flagbearer
Team England have named para-athlete and para-triathlete Jade Jones-Hall as their closing ceremony flagbearer for the 2018 Gold Coast Commonwealth
Games.
Jade, 22 from Middlesbrough, completed a stunning achievement this morning, winning medals in two separate sports. She claimed bronze in the T54
marathon just one week after becoming England’s first ever female para-triathlon Commonwealth Champion.
She will carry the flag to close out Team England’s most successful ever performance in Australia with 45 gold 45 silver and 46 bronze medals won.
Tonight’s closing ceremony also sees the start of the countdown to Team England’s home Games in Birmingham in 2022.
On being nominated as closing ceremony flagbearer Jade Jones-Hall, said: "I didn’t expect to receive this honour but I am really looking forward to

representing our team at the ceremony
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Appendix 7. Announcement of commercial partnership with Npower that reflects diversity of Birmingham community
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Appendix 8. A diverse range of Team England athletes interact with us via social media

Tom Daley, Gold Medallist on the Gold Coast and
openly gay

Ali Jawad, Para Powerlifter and CGE Board
Member

Sophie Hahn, T38 Gold medallist on the Gold
Coast
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Appendix 9. CGE promotes a diverse range of athletes using our social media pages
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Appendix 10. Evidence of CGE promoting the CGF message on Gender Equality
27.11.2017
CGF announce Gender Equality Strategy implementation ahead of Gold Coast 2018
The Commonwealth Games Federation (CGF) today announced that central features of its Gender Equality Strategy have been implemented ahead of the
XXI edition of the Commonwealth Games which takes place on the Gold Coast, Australia from 4 – 5 April
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